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High-semiconducting-purity CNTs used in the detector were supplied by HuaTan Company (Beijing), which were purified with conjugated polymer molecules and deposited via a liquid-phase method (28) . The morphology of CNT films was examined by scanning electron microscope (Raith 150-two, Germany). Raman spectra of (8, 4) & (8, 3) and high-semiconducting-purity CNTs have been shown in fig. S2 . Typical morphology images are shown in the insets of figs. S2B and S2D. The diameter of CNTs can be determined by using the formula ω=248/dt (45) . Therefore, diameters of (8, 4) & (8, 3) and high-semiconducting-purity CNTs were identified as ~0.8 nm and ~1.5 nm, respectively. Furthermore, the energy bandgap is inversely proportional to the tube diameter with a relationship of Eg=0.7/dt (45). Therefore, the bandgap of (8, 4) & (8, 3) and high-semiconducting-purity CNTs can be determined as ~0.875 eV and ~0.46 eV, respectively. According to the definition of absorption long wavelength edge 0 = ℎ ⁄ = 1240 ⁄ nm (where h is the Planck constant, c is the light speed) (3), the cut-off wavelength range of (8, 4) & (8, 3) and high-semiconducting-purity CNTs can be calculated as ~1,417 nm and ~2,638 nm, respectively, indicating that the communication band of the SPP source locates in the detection range of the SPP detector. All above parameters have been listed in table S1. S1. Averaged diameter, bandgap, and absorption range of (8, 4) and (8, 3) and high-semiconducting purity CNTs.
section S3. Analysis of the Au-strip waveguide mode
The Au-strip waveguide mode is sensitively dependent on the dielectric environment. 
section S7. Analysis of the FWHM of the SPP source
Generally speaking, Au-strip waveguides will introduce additional decay channels for CNTs, hence the EL spectrum will be broadened. On the other hand, the moderate Q-factor of the plasmonic mode may help narrow the spectrum. These two mechanisms will coexist with competitive relationship in the SPP source, and the final experimental phenomena depend on which mechanism is dominant. From the point of our experimental results, the moderate Q-factor of the plasmonic mode is the dominant factor to help narrow the spectrum as shown in Figs. 2G and 2H. Further experiments are necessary to study the influence of the SPP mode on the EL spectrum of the CNT.
section S8. Far-field emission of the LSPs
The numerical simulations were carried out using 3D Finite-difference Time-domain (FDTD) method (FDTD solutions V8.0, Lumerical Inc., Canada). As shown in fig. S7A , a dipole source with a polarization perpendicular to the waveguide was utilized to represent the dipole-allowed CNT emitter at the interface between the HfO2 and SiO2 dielectrics (37). The perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions were utilized at the boundaries of the calculation region. Corresponding permittivity of materials in the simulation were set according to the data in the literature (Palik, E. D. Handbook of Optical Constants of Solids II;
Academic Press: Orlando, 1985) . The energy flux through the collected plane over the whole structure was calculated. As shown in fig. S7B , the energy flux of the one with Au-strip waveguide is 3.26×10 -18 , which is only 37 times smaller than that without Au-strip waveguide at λ=1,340 nm (highlighted by the green dots). According to the transmission of the 80-nm-thick Au layer at λ=1,340 nm (highlighted by the red dots) ( fig. S7C ), the energy flux could be calculated as 1.75×10 -20 , which is about two orders of magnitude smaller than the 3D-FDTD calculated result. Therefore, the detected emission should be attributed to the The CNT E11 resonance occurs at λ=1,800 nm, giving rise to the largest photocurrent and photovoltage. Therefore, we select 1800-nm to characterize the detector. 
section S10. The reason to select cascading SPP detector
It has already been demonstrated that the signal-to-noise ratio can be efficiently improved by introducing virtual contacts in Ref. 28, as a result, the low intensity energy can be detected by the cascading detector compared with the single BFBD. To verify the cascading detector can also improve signal-to-noise ratio for detecting low-energy SPPs, we fabricate a PIC consisting of single-channel SPP source, Au-strip waveguide and single BFBD as a comparison ( fig. S9A ). Figure S9B shows the corresponding output characteristics, in which there is no obvious photocurrent and photovoltage can be detected. However, there are efficient photocurrent and photovoltage being detected by the five-cell cascading SPP detector as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, we select the cascading SPP detector owing to the improved signal-to-noise ratio.
fig. S9. Characteristics of the single-channel PIC. Single-channel PIC (A) and
corresponding output characteristics (B).
section S11. The near-field enhancement of the Au-strip waveguide
We carried out 2D-FDTD simulations to prove the near-field enhancement as shown in fig.   S10 . The perfectly matched layer (PML) absorbing boundary conditions were utilized at the boundaries of the calculation region. A total-field scattered-field (TFSF) source with an electric amplitude of 1 V m -1 at λ=1,800 nm was used to illuminate the structure from the vacuum. The polarization of the plane wave was perpendicular to the propagating direction of the Au-strip waveguide as shown in fig. S10A . The electric field distribution clearly indicates that obvious near-field enhancement can be achieved at the edges of the Au-strip waveguide ( fig. S10B ). In addition, the efficient dissociation region of the BFBD is adjacent to the contact electrodes (Wang, F. L. et. al., ACS Nano, 2016, 10, 9595-9601) , coinciding exactly with the near-field enhancement region. Therefore, it is reasonable to the observe photovoltage of 0.73 V as shown in Fig. 3D . Figure S10C shows the dependence of the near-field enhancement on waveguide width, and the peak corresponds to the width for resonance at λ=1,800 nm. Figure S10D exhibits that the electric field enhancement changes slightly with respect to the thickness of Au-strip waveguide. 
section S13. Calculation of the experimental propagation loss
As earlier demonstrations indicated, the short-circuit current of the cascading detector linearly increases with increasing the incident power (28). Therefore, the ratio of Pi/Pout is equivalent to the corresponding short-circuit currents ratio (3,28). Due to the same device size and fabrication process, we assume that the cascading SPP detectors in S1, S2 and S3 have the same efficiency to transform SPP energy into electricity (28). Therefore, we can achieve an experimentally averaged propagation loss of α=2.29×10 4 dB cm -1 (38).
section S14. Analysis of the transmitted SPP energy in the detector
As shown in fig. S11 , there is no scattered light being detected by the external spectrometer, indicating that the transmitted SPP energy can be entirely ignored. Collected at the end of the Au-strip waveguide section S16. Calculation of the conversion efficiency
In the 3D-FDTD simulation, the CNT absorption layer was assumed to be 2-nm-thick according to the analyses in section 2. The experimental propagation loss of the waveguide is 22900 dB cm -1 and the calculated propagation loss of the CNTs is 383.5 dB cm -1 . Then, we can obtain the total and CNT absorption losses as ′ = 23283.5 10 = 5355.21 cm -1 and ′ = 383.5 10 = 88.21 cm -1 , respectively. Therefore, the total energy absorbed by CNTs can be calculated as follows (38)
where w=10 μm, P=P2 and z is the propagation length of SPPs. Therefore, we can calculate the ratio between the ingoing power of P2 and that absorbed by CNTs as ~′ / ′ =60.71.
As demonstrated in the following section 17, the effective power for the cascading detector to generate 8 mV photovoltage is ~1.374×10 -10 W (fig. S13) (21). Therefore, it can be expected to achieve the largest coupling efficiency when the CNT orientation is parallel to the direction of Au-strip waveguide (figs. S14A and S14E). As the CNT axis tilts from the Au-strip waveguide direction (figs. S14B and S14D), the coupling efficiency will become weaker. In particular, there are no propagating SPPs can be excited when the CNT axis is perpendicular to the Au-strip ( fig. S14C ).
There are several experimental solutions to align CNTs, i.e., Langmuir-Schaefer method (Cao, Q. et al., Nat. Nanotechnol., 2013, 8, 180-186) and evaporation-driven self-assembly method (Engel M. et al., ACS Nano, 2008 , 2, 2445 -2452 etc. However, chirality-enriched high-semiconducting-purity CNTs with density higher than 125 tubes/μm have not been realized until now, which is critical for constructing electronic and optoelectronic integrated circuits (Tulevski, G. S. et al., ACS Nano, 2014, 8(9) : 8730-8745). The CNT emitter suffers from the same problem to couple out the energy to the waveguide. To be specific, the CNT emission can be efficiently coupled into the waveguide when the CNT orientation is parallel to the direction of the waveguide, which has already been demonstrated in references (Rai, P. fig. S14. Schematic of the CNT orientation versus Au-strip waveguide direction.
